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MATERIALS NEEDED
Whiteboard markers

LEARNING GOALS
At the close of the workshop, students will be able to:
Ø Use context clues to efficiently identify and distinguish between genres such as peerreviewed scholarship, case studies, and works of literature.
Ø Utilize this information to anticipate a text’s purposes.
Ø Develop specific reading goals in response to their predictions about a text’s purpose.
Ø Match a precise reading goal to appropriate reading practices.

OVERVIEW
This workshop breaks strategic reading into three cumulative activities:
Ø Students scan an unfamiliar text, seeking the textual indicators that reveal genre, discipline,
and issues of authorship. They synthesize these context clues to predict the text’s rhetorical
purpose.
Ø Students extrapolate reading goals from their predictions about the writer’s purpose.
Ø Practicing goal-directed reading, students track their reading practices in response and
thereby experientially match their goals to appropriate actions.
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LESSON PLAN
Introduction
Begin by asking students what their very first action or step is when they sit down to read. Building
on their responses, briefly frame the workshop as teaching strategies for more targeted
approaches—ones that invest time upfront to save it down the road. Overview the cumulative steps
of the workshop (and of reading strategically itself):
Ø 1. Context clues from a text
Ø 2. Predicting the text’s purpose
Ø 3. Setting reading goals
Ø 4. Reading practices
Part One: From Context Clues to a Writer’s Purpose
1. Ask, “What kinds of information about a text can we gather quickly before reading?”
Ø Record answers on the whiteboard, guiding students to listing the context clues that will be
referenced in Handout 2 (information about the author, date of publication, place of
publication, publisher, citation style, genre, etc.).
2. Distribute Handout 1: “How GE Is Disrupting Itself” and Handout 2: “Using Context
Clues to Predict Purpose.”
Ø Provide a few minutes for independent work to peruse the reading and complete the first
two columns of Handout 2.
3. Record on the whiteboard as students share out their findings and use them to predict
the writers’ purpose.
Ø For each prompt in column 1, guide the group toward consensus and shared understanding
before turning to column 3.
Ø Elicit responses such as those in the Reference Sheet.
Part Two: From Textual Purpose to Reading Goals
1. Emphasize that just as context clues allow readers to predict a text’s purposes, knowing
those purposes allows us to set preliminary reading goals.
Ø While knowing the course material or writing assignment related to a particular reading also
shapes those goals, even without that knowledge, strategic academic readers make choices
about what to look for before reading carefully.
2. Distribute Handout 3: “Using a Text’s Purpose to Set Reading Goals.” Frame the
handout by walking students through the first entry:
Ø In column 1 they will find a summary of the context clues they’ve just worked together to
identify.
Ø In column 2, they will find a synthesis of the text’s purpose as they’ve just discovered it.
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Ø In column 3, a few potential reading goals have been provided. Note to students that these
are examples, not an exhaustive list, but do emphasize that they all include a precise verb and a
specific, concrete object.
Ø Check for comprehension about moving from purpose to reading goal by asking each
student to suggest another potential goal from the GE text.
3. Facilitate the group’s movement across Handout 3 for the next two texts listed; record as
appropriate on the whiteboard.
Ø Elicit responses such as those on the Reference Sheet, and carefully mark the distinction
between informational and narrative/literary texts.
Ø Press for specificity as opposed to vague goals like “summarize the text.”
4. Provide time for students to complete the last row of Handout 3 independently. Share out
findings and thereby check for understanding.
Part Three: From Reading Goals to Reading Practices
1. Distribute Handout 4, “Turning Reading Goals into Reading Practices.”
Ø The handout lists several reading goals that could apply to “How GE is Disrupting Itself.”
Explain that students will read that text with an eye toward the actions they take in order to
meet one of these goals. Provide some examples of reading practices, noting on the
whiteboard:
Action
• Skip
• Scan
• Skim
• Annotate (underlining, coding with
symbols such as ! and ?)
• Re-read
• Close read

Potential Objects
Quantitative data; new terms; names;
images; captions; tables; evidence; words
and phrases that signal cause and effect,
counterargument, chronology

2. Depending on the number of students in the room, assign the first three goals
individually, in partners, or in groups.
Ø Provide about 15 minutes for reading; ask students to record the particular ways that they
approach the text in order to reach their goal:
• How do they mark the text?
• What parts of the text do they focus their attention on?
• What parts do they skim?
• How do they scan the text (for, say, the words or phrases that might signal
counterarguments)?
3. Wrap up. Ask students to share out their experiences, recording on whiteboard effective reading
practices for each goal.
Ø Seek additional practices from other students, add your own suggestions, and facilitate the
comparing and contrasting of practices for goal A versus goal B.
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Ø Finally, turn to the last two goals on the handout and ask students to list reading practices
(either those already named or others) for these reading goals.
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USING CONTEXT CLUES TO PREDICT PURPOSE
Context Clues
Who wrote the text?

What do you know about the authors?

Where and when was it published?

What do you know about the publication?

What kind of visual information (charts,
images, pull quotes, maps) does it include?

What is the text’s genre?

In what academic departments or
disciplines can you imagine being assigned
this text?

Where in the text
did you find this
information?

What does this information
suggest about the writers’
purpose?
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USING A TEXT’S PURPOSE TO SET READING GOALS
Description of Text and its Context Clues
“How GE Is Disrupting Itself,” a case study
advocating a GE management strategy; written by
GE’s CEO and two academic consultants to the
company; published in the Harvard Business Review in
the last 5 years

“The association among depressive symptoms,
smoking status and antidepressant use in cardiac
outpatients,” a peer-reviewed article; written by four
researchers reporting their scientific scholarship;
published in 2009 in the Journal of Behavioral Medicine

“Monkey,” an allegory (story with a moral message)
about Buddhist travelers on a pilgrimage to
enlightenment; attributed to the Chinese writer Wu
Ch’eng-en sometime between 1506 and 1581;
republished in anthologies and literature textbooks,
including The Norton Anthology of World Literature in
2002

“What if Obama Had Turned to the Middle?,” an
op-ed (opinion piece appearing in the Editorial
pages of a newspaper); written by the Republican
political adviser Karl Rove; published by The Wall
Street Journal in August 2012 (a few months before
the 2012 presidential election)

Predicted Purpose
To convince a business-savvy audience that GE’s
approach to a management problem was a strong
and innovative one that should be replicated
elsewhere, and will secure the company’s future
profitability

Potential Reading Goals

• Summarize the strategy
• Identify the writers’ reasons for
implementing the strategy at GE
• Extract evidence that the strategy was
effective (or ineffective)
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TURNING READING GOALS INTO READING PRACTICES
Goals

I am reading this text in order
to…

Summarize the writers’ argument

Define keywords specific to the
discipline

Find and evaluate the writers’
evidence

Locate a passage to close read

Identify counterarguments
(arguments that disagree with the
writers’ conclusions)

Practices

While reading/annotating this text I focused on…
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REFERENCE SHEET
Context Clues
Who wrote the text?
Jeffrey R. Immelt, Vijay Govindarajan, and
Chris Trimble
What do you know about the authors?
• Immelt is the CEO of GE
• Govindarajan is a named professor
and director of a major Center at
Dartmouth; he’s also a professor in
residence and chief innovation
consultant at GE
• Trimble is also Dartmouth Business
School faculty and a consultant at GE
• The authors are not listed
alphabetically, but in descending order
of rank at GE
Where and when was it published?
The Harvard Business Review,
October 2009
What do you know about the
publication?
The HBR is a prestigious (perhaps the most
prestigious) journal of business
management. It’s read by academics and
business people alike.
What kind of visual information (charts,
images, pull quotes, maps) does it
include?
There are lots of graphics and pull quotes
that summarize or distill the article’s
arguments and main ideas.

Where in the text did you
find this information?
The first page

The author bios that appear
just after the article ends

The running footer that
appears at the bottom of
each page

In what academic departments or
disciplines can you imagine being
assigned this text?
Business disciplines including Management
and Finance; Economics; Political Science

• Each has a (considerable) financial
interest in the success and
reputation of GE
• As the chief innovation consultant,
Govindarajan likely had a direct role
to play in the “disruption”
described in the article
• These writers seek to promote GE
as an innovative, strategic, and
successful company; they are
unlikely to present GE in an
unfavorable light

• The writers aimed for a wide
readership, but one with specialized
business knowledge (either from
academic study of business or from
direct experience)

(Not available in the text itself)

Throughout

• The writers (and their editors)
wanted to ensure even a casual
reader flipping through the Review
would grasp the essence of the
article (neatly bulleted on p. 58)
• They also valued a specific example
or mini case in the graphics (p. 6061)

(Not available in the text itself,
but identifiable from synthesis of
the above)

• This is an informational text in
which the writers seek to present a
problem, offer analysis of a
response to it, and make a
recommendation for others going
forward

What is the text’s genre?
A peer-reviewed case study published in a
management journal

What does this information suggest
about the writers’ purpose?

(Not available in the text itself,
but identifiable from synthesis of
the above)

• The writers expected academic
readers from many (related)
disciplines to find the text
applicable to them
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USING A TEXT’S PURPOSE TO SET READING GOALS
REFERENCE SHEET
Description of Text and its Context Clues

Predicted Purpose

Potential Reading Goals

“How GE Is Disrupting Itself,” a case study
advocating a GE management strategy; written by
GE’s CEO and two academic consultants to the
company; published in the Harvard Business Review in
the last 5 years

To convince a business-savvy audience that GE’s
approach to a management problem was a strong
and innovative one that should be replicated
elsewhere

• Summarize the strategy
• Identify the writers’ reasons for implementing
their strategy at GE
• Extract evidence that the strategy was effective
(or ineffective)

“The association among depressive symptoms,
smoking status and antidepressant use in cardiac
outpatients,” a peer-reviewed article; written by four
researchers reporting their scientific scholarship;
published in 2009 in the Journal of Behavioral Medicine

To demonstrate a link between depressive
symptoms, and tobacco and antidepressant use in a
particular population observed in a scientific study

• Identify important statistical findings
• Extract an experimental procedure to replicate

“Monkey,” an allegory (story with a moral message)
about Buddhist travelers on a pilgrimage to
enlightenment; attributed to the Chinese writer Wu
Ch’eng-en sometime between 1506 and 1581;
republished in anthologies and literature textbooks,
including The Norton Anthology of World Literature in
2002

To engage the reader with a symbolic story that
embodies and promotes Buddhist values and ways
of being

• Summarize the narrative/plot
• Describe historical context
• Describe the writer’s values, or those of the
readership
• Identify similarities or differences with another
text
• Analyze the characters

“What if Obama Had Turned to the Middle?,” an
op-ed (opinion piece appearing in the Editorial
pages of a newspaper); written by the Republican
political adviser Karl Rove; published by The Wall
Street Journal in August 2012 (a few months before
the 2012 presidential election)

To convince readers that Obama’s first term was too
leftist (perhaps other arguments are made, but from
the information provided, this much is certain)

• Identify evidence of bias
• Locate a passage to close read
• Find and evaluate the writer’s evidence

